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About This Game

It's time to build nine of the most intriguing structures throughout history! Match runes to break blocks and uncover the lock
and keystone for each round. Rotate the cube face to move your keystone along the pathways you've created to reach each

level's lock and conquer all six sides!

Once you've mastered the faces of the outer cube, move to the inner cube where you'll attain pieces to build your compass.
Build all nine amazing wonders, and you'll uncover the hidden city with the help of your map and compass. Don't miss this

incredible and innovative chapter in 7 Wonders!

Ground-breaking rotatable game board!
Cool pathway puzzles to solve on each level
Revolving board enhances power-up strength
Nine all-new Wonders to build
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Literally bought this game on a whim. You can't beat it for $7. The hitbox feels natural, you don't feel like you get cheated out
of continuing. There's 4 gamemodes: Endurance is the one that kind of puts you all over the place. Speed is like playing a really
fast game of "Hole in the Wall." Agility is for preparing for when Hercules decides to start chucking Roman pillars at you.
Strength is your VR substitute for Leg Day. The sound track fits well and keeps you pumped, and I say this as a metal fan, not a
pop one. All and all it's a nice change of pace from all of the "Thrown Together in Unity in Half an Hour BTWs I just graduated
with a game design degree" titles that show up on the New Releases tab all the time.

I also have 50 hours on Super Hexagon, so I guess this is that love evolving to a third dimension.. Is the Base Game to easy? Do
you want a Challenge?
If so, buy this DLC and try to beat the Deathwish Challenges.

The Story dlc is fine for the Price.
The Challenges are more the Juice of this. I understand that it sometimes is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
because you bug inside something or the game just sets you back on some failed jump even tho you made it.

But for the Price its heckin good.. Beautiful visuals. The details of the VR spaces are amazing. There are some really nice
effects like when you stick your head under water in the stream. Game play is a work in progress. There are puzzles to solve but
there isn't a clear connection between them so things can seems a bit random. Given the on-going updates of the Early Access it
looks like this will improve. There is definitely a lot of potential for this game.. Nice game! 10\/10 gameplay and soundtrack. If
you've played Portal or Antichamber and liked it you should absolutely get this game. Visually it should reminds me of
Antichamber but with a lot more polish. The puzzle mechanics are minimalistic but they all blend really nicely.

I'm a little disappointed that you can't see your best level performance anywhere. The replay value is raised quite a lot by
challenging yourself to beat each level as fast as possible.

Update as of 2015-03-26:
The developers has done so many amazing things to improve this game for our little niche of speedrunners. While it still doesn't
keep track of best performance the game now has a much more detailed in-game timer and in speedrun mode there's a timer for
your full run as well. Huge amounts of praise to Toasty.. A real handy piece of software. It speeds up the process of shaping
mountains or plateau's and constructing terrain. I've mostly been using it specifically for generating maps and then exporting the
maps over to Unity for further use.. Love the game just like the ride up in Disney land and I'm practicing at it so when the next
time I go to Disneyland I can get my revenge on my dad on the ride. Beautiful game, weather effects incredible, still needs work
with sound location

What I really like is that in place of a lot of dinosaurs is the really interesting AI that creates a far more interesting setting, if this
game continues to go down the path of incredible AI as its core strength this game will be unique and hell of a lot of fun to play

Still very early but going places
. Got bored with first 5 mins.
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I love this game! Not only can you do challenges on your own, you can also play with your friends or random people on steam.
The best part is you can make your own puzzles so it's never ending fun. Everyone should own this imho lol :). Raffle Blast is a
beautifully made software in my opinion. I very much enjoy the logical yet artistic feel to the system and the raffle ball's physics
are everything I could ask for and more. I really enjoy the themes too, each in their own way. I highly suggest this program to
any event, party, or individual like myself who enjoys raffles and drawings and the ultimate event customization. Great price
too. Very well done indeed!. If you ever played the old original Gand Theft Auto (which rockstar used to let you download for
free) and liked it, then this game is for you. I got it for 1 dollar and feel like I should have paid much more. Hat's off to the
developers formaking me think of days gone by.. Its not bad. Definitly some parts were a bore, and I wanted to slam my head
against the desk with some of the dialougue, but overall its decent. The art is good, and the world is interesting. If there is one
more caveat it would be that there is a crab ton of reading and not a lot of significant choices.
I give it a 7-8 depending on where you are in the story.. a sweet and atmospheric puzzle game. played it on mobile before and
found the pc version even better in terms of graphics on the big screen.
controls are a bit clunky at times so getting all achievements might be tough.... but you can play the whole game without issues.
i really love the atmosphere and subtle humour of the series so i recommend it even tho the developers sadly apparently
abandoned it after episode 2 :(
but playing it till then is very enjoyable so if you like the genre and the cute graphics, go ahead!
btw buying eps 1 and 2 as a bundle is cheaper.. Once again, I wish there was a "maybe" option. The reason I gave it a thumbs
down is the way the game is marketed.

"Build your own town and make heaps of money in this addictive strategy game. Construct an idyllic neighborhood with plenty
of houses and keep your residents happy by providing all services they need, and they will reward you with a tidy profit."

While that statement is completely true, it gives the impression the game is a city builder and a lot of the reviews below are
calling it a city builder, but it's not.

Townopolis is a cross between a puzzle game and a time management game. The theme might be construction, but the game is
about figuring out the optimal arrangement of your buildings to achieve the goals each level sets you. There is no sprawling map
or freedom to build. You are provided with a small map consisting of tiles. Some you can build on, some you can clear and then
build on, others can't be built on (factories etc.) and\/or cause negative happiness to the neighbouring tiles. You want to keep the
residents happy, and every building type has positive or negative effects to those in the neighbouring tiles.

Now that is out of the way. I bought the game because it was cheap and I love city builders. To that end, I was disappointed. The
game, however, is simple to learn, isn't very complex, there is no resource gathering other than waiting for rent to arrive, and if
you like puzzle games and approach it as such, it's very casual but worth checking out.

The only real negative I had was the frequency buildings broke down. As soon as you get to 8 or more buildings, it seems one or
two of them start breaking down at random every few seconds, so you have to frantically repair each of them manually and the
game just becomes about time management at that point. Not to mention how annoying the break down sound effect is, when
you are hearing it every 3 or 4 seconds.

It's cheap, it's casual, it can be fun, but buy it because it's a puzzle game, not a city builder, and you'll avoid disappointment..
The game has a lot of negative sides altogether, but the studio has outdone a number of similar titles when it comes to
experience story-wise. Good job on the Memento-like time continuum, guys!

Cons:
Terrible for a point-and-click game mouse controls (very, very annoying)
Somewhat linear - what you get, you must use asap.
Some items never get used or are needlessly used in a dialogue without actual difference to the story
Read the achievements before staring, so you can know what's in store. I am not an achievements chaser, but I got annoyed
about one thing which I could have gotten if I was not so careful :P
Suffers from the "make things as easy to manipulate as possible" syndrome - important numbers you notice will get inserted
automatically, so you won't have to remember them (not all, though ;) )

Pros:
Excellent story
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Sweet ending
Likeable characters
A lot of background stories, even for the secondary and tertiary characters
Excellent ideas with a good realisation

Overall, as a devoted point-and-click fan, I am annoyed by the mouse controls, but the story is so much better than the others
recent games of the genre that I am willing to forgive this bad idea.
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